Precision tools
from the specialists

Get the most
from your
CITIZEN CINCOM
Swiss-type lathes!

MADE IN GERMANY

heimatec.SwissTooling
the complete tooling program for
CITIZEN CINCOM Swiss-type lathes
Swiss-type lathes are extremely productive and highly efficient. Designed
for large batches, they are implemented anywhere requiring high precision
and economy - whether in the automobile or watchmaking industry, medical
or electrical engineering, aerospace or space travel.

For those individual tasks –
Precision tools from the specialists

Standard tools for the following
CITIZEN machinery:

All CITIZEN machinery is equipped with a
standard tool set. During individual machining
tasks, standard tools do soon reach their
limits. In such cases, it is a real advantage to
be able to fall back on specialist tools.

• Cincom A20
• Cincom L12
• Cincom L20
• Cincom L32

heimatec is one of the leaders in innovation
and quality for precision tools and with
heimatec.SwissTooling, it offers a comprehensive range of static and driven tooling
units for many types of the reliable CITIZEN
Swiss-type lathes. What is more, the user is
able to fall back on specialist tools and customized solutions, as well as a comprehensive
accessory program.

From milling heads to 4-spindle radial
drilling heads
Machining companies can implement
heimatec radial drilling and milling heads,
woodruff keycutters, multi-spindle adapters,
multi-spindle heads and radial drilling
heads with maximum speeds of 6,000 to
10,000 min-1. In addition, 2-, 3-, or even
4-spindle radial drilling heads, each also
available as double-spindles, belong to
the heimatec.SwissTooling product group’s
standard program.
The highest quality and durability
The SwissTooling tooling program from
heimatec distinguishes itself with its
considerable longevity, as well as the
highest possible workmanship. In this,
heimatec insists upon the best possible
spindle bearing technology and ground gear
components. Additionally, housings and
spindles have the maximum possible rigidity.
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heimatec has been specializing in the design,
manufacture and distribution of high-precision
static tool holders and driven tool units for
lathes and machining centers for more than
30 years. The complete tool range encompasses
around 30,000 products. heimatec is one of
the leading international precision tooling
companies in terms of technology and quality.
Headquartered in Renchen, Germany, heimatec
has fully-owned subsidiaries in the USA,
Russia and India, and has a global network of
business partners.
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heimatec® overseas branches
global representations of heimatec®

heimatec® GmbH
Präzisionswerkzeuge
Carl-Benz-Straße 4
D-77871 Renchen
T +49 78 43 94 66-0
F +49 78 43 94 66-66
www.heimatec.de
info@heimatec.de

Please find the contact details of our worldwide trading partners
on our website: https://heimatec.com/en-US/index/partners

